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Machine Embroidery With Confidence
Film music, how it is used and how it is created.

Precut Primer
Helps you learn how to use your embroidery machine to its fullest potential. This title contains tips and techniques for
producing creative designs.

You and Your Sewing Machine
3 seam squares for quicker quilts. This technique is revolutionizing patchwork. Anyone can sew large blocks in just 10
minutes.

Seams Unlikely
Stupendous Stitching
The autobiography of seamstress Nancy Zieman.
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Simple Appeal
With this generous collection of 14 brand-new charming quilts, Kim Diehl uses modern time-saving techniques and rich
fabric pairings to pay homage to our quilting heritage. Create simple, beautiful patterns and motifs in warm, welcoming
projects for decorating. Choose from appealing projects ranging from a pincushion to table toppers, lap quilts, wall quilts,
and a bed quilt Learn a variety of techniques: traditional patchwork, invisible machine applique and wool applique on cotton
backgrounds Use Kim's popular "Pin Point" tip boxes throughout and enjoy the wonderful photography her books are known
for

The Serger and Overlock Master Guide
Learn to combine a rainbow of bright, saturated colors with crisp black-and-white prints to make amazing quilts. Choose
from modern, graphic patterns as well as traditional designs updated by the use of a bold palette. You'll love the high
contrast and fun pops of color in these sparkling designs! Confidently create with black and white using Jackie's tips for
scale of print and how black prints affect surrounding colors differently than white prints 13 projects from table runners to
bed-sized quilts--plus alternate colorways--provide lots of options Piece quilts using various techniques, from easy four
patches to paper piecing, curves, and partial seams

Splash of Color
No fancy machine needed, no Ph.D. in quilting required--start free-motion quilting right now! Best-selling author Lori
Kennedy is back with 60+ fun motifs and tons of tips, tricks, and techniques that can turn you into a top-notch machine
quilter (yes, YOU!). Follow Lori's setup plan for stress-free stitching; then learn about doodling, troubleshooting, and
mastering the perfect stitch. Put your pedal to the metal! Lori's seasonal and holiday motifs, backgrounds and fills, and "just
for fun" designs will infuse your quilts with personality. Find advice for many machine-quilting challenges, including a
section on how to quilt extra-special quilts--Lori's got loads of ideas to help you succeed!

Creative Sewing Techniques by Machine
In this visually stunning book, Moy Mackay reveals how you too can create beautiful pictures using felt. Characterised by
her wonderful use of colour, Moy's work is breathtaking and includes still-lifes, animals and landscapes inspired by the
dramatic scenery of the Scottish Borders where she lives and works. Moy takes you through every step of the process,
including the materials and tools you need, the feltmaking process itself (which is easier than you'd imagine), and how to
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put together four fabulous felt paintings of your own. There is guidance on stitching, including both hand- and machinestitching, as well as how to use colour and introduce texture in the form of different fibres and threads. There are numerous
examples of Moy's work through the book, and by the end you will not fail to be inspired to create gorgeous felt paintings of
your own. "e;Moy's passionate use of colour and the deep texture created by felting are what draw me to her work. I also
like the way that she concentrates on her surroundings for her subject matter - her work is very free."e;-Kaffe Fassett

The Gentle Art of Stitching
Let your quilting creativity soar with these magical machine techniques! Are you using your sewing machine to its fullest
creative capacity? Do you know what each foot can do? Expand your repertoire with machine techniques, embellishment,
surface design, and thread painting skill, thanks to your sewing machine. Nine highly qualified, experienced sewing
machine educators have developed 13 delightful projects to show you how to make the most of your machine's technical
possibilities. From pillows to bed scarves, from wallhangings to table runners, any quilt will benefit when its creator uses
these techniques.

Embroidery Machine Essentials
A comprehensive easy to navigate efficient sewing machine guide and reference book for beginners and experts.

Simple Quilts from Me and My Sister Designs
The essential guide for every sewer just got better! All New Fabric Savvy is updated to include detailed information on 107
different fabrics; must-know information on determining fabric content, working with knits, working with different types of
interfacing, removing stains, and choosing lining material; recommended tools and notions; illustrated reference sections
on seams, details, closures, and hems; 476 photographs and 110 illustrations. Organized alphabetically, the 107 fabrics
include old favorites--like cotton, wool, knits, and silks--to new options, some of which you might never have heard of or
sewn with--synthetics; those that resist water, sun, stains, and wrinkles; those made from animal hides (and, of course,
their faux cousins); those regenerated from wood pulp; and many more.

Master the Coverstitch Machine
You can do it! Learn to free-motion quilt on a home sewing machine. Yes, you can! Encouraging you step-by-step along the
way, Molly Hanson teaches how to quilt like a pro. You'll begin by quilting your name, because soon you'll be signing unique
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works of art! Master the fundamentals of free-motion quilting on manageable fat-quarter-sized fabric pieces and turn the
pieces into projects Try 10 different quilting designs, including stippling variations, pebbles, square meander, and swirls
Confidently quilt 15 practical projects, such as a tote bag, weekender bag, and laptop sleeve

Make a Quilt in a Day
The inspiring and encouraging tone of this book will make you feel like you've been quilting your entire life! From the
nation's favorite sewing teacher comes tips and step-by-step instruction for getting started quilting, from selecting tools, to
rotary cutting techniques and edge-jointed seaming, you get it all!

Liberty Love
Sophisticated Style with Simple Piecing. Multiple sizes, alternative colorways, and design tips are included for all 10 project
quilts. Patterns range from "quick and easy" to "involved but inspiring". Learn about color theory, fabric selection, and
elements of design. Build your skills with step-by-step instruction and tips on piecing, hand or machine appliqué and
quilting, and finishing. This is your "go-to" book for contemporary quiltmaking! You'll love the dramatic results you get with
this modern approach to quiltmaking. Popular author/designer team of Weeks Ringle and Bill Kerr present their design and
construction methods with 10 projects, then show you how to transform their ideas into quilts that truly express who you
are.

The Serger's Technique Bible
To warm the heart, soul, and bedroom, this how-to book, Make & Love Quilts with Mary Fons, features a stunning collection
of 12 quilts specifically sized to fit beds (queen and king). Constructed from Mary's favorite fabrics for a modern aesthetic,
the quilts are classified as scrap quilts and have an undeniable beauty. These quilts may take time to finish, but can be
completed by any quilter who has passion for sewing no matter what her skill level. So go ahead, make a quilt for someone
special because few things say I love you more than a handmade quilt.

First Time Sewing with a Serger
Paintings of outdoor scenes accompanied by quotations from various authors.

Power, Process and Participation
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"Jan reveals how to create perfectly fitting beautiful lingerie. Many illustrations complement the simple step-by-step
instructions." -- Vogue Patterns, August 2001. "Excellent photographs and illustrations complement the simple step-by-step
instructions." -- Sewing with Butterwick, Autumn 2001. Intimate apparel can -- and should -- be comfortable, practical and
sexy all at the same time. This book reveals the secrets for creating great-looking lingerie with a perfect fit. With more than
200 photographs and 60+ illustrations along with simple instructions, home sewers of all levels will breeze through the
steps of pattern and fabric selection, drafting and altering patterns, working with speciality fabrics and notions, and creating
a unique, personal fit, for special garments. Includes patters for basic garments, tips and techniques for sewing with both
knit and woven fabrics, and simple alterations for making speciality items out of basics.

Colorific
In First Time Sewing with a Serger, sewing experts Becky Hanson and Beth Baumgartel take you by the hand and teach you
everything you need to know to sew with a serger, or overlock machine—a versatile and speedy stitching tool. Start by
learning how a serger works, the many styles available, and the roles of various parts and accessories. Get a detailed
overview of the variety of functional and decorative stitches you can make, plus must-have threads, tools, and notions.
Next, familiarize yourself with how to thread your serger, set the stitch size, and use it to start and end seams, sew curves
and corners, and more. You'll use these essential skills to make the nine fun, easy garment and home decor projects--skills
you'll turn to again and again to create your own professional-looking pieces!

The Sewing Machine Master Guide
Beginner’s Guide to Free-Motion Quilting
Machine-quilting pro Lori Kennedy has taught hundreds of quilters how to start and, more importantly, how to improve their
machine quilting. Now she's packed her vast knowledge, and more than 150 up-close photos, into 25 hands-on lessons you
can turn to anytime you need guidance. Each lesson has a practice session and questions to help you evaluate what worked
and where you may need a bit more practice. Whether you stitch your way through a lesson a day or save them for
weekend quilting time, you'll soon be building skills and confidence, and quilting your projects with ease. You'll learn: Why
it's important to start doodling (page 19) How to prevent drag or resistance when quilting a big quilt (page 44) When to
mark, and ways to avoid marking pitfalls (page 72) How to create focal points and contrast with your quilting (page 116)

Make It, Take It
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Known for their exciting use of color in quick and easy quilts, sisters Barbara Groves and Mary Jacobson present a valuepacked collection of popular projects. Select from 12 strikingly simple quilts and recharge your creative batteries Discover
skill-building projects that move from squares and strips to designs featuring stitch-and-flip corners, half-square triangles,
pinwheels, a Rail Fence layout, and more Enjoy patterns that are just right for quilt retreats and make-in-a weekend gifts

More Free-Motion Machine Quilting 1-2-3
Cheryl Malkowsi makes it easy to free-motion quilt by mastering your doodling skills! In her beginner’s guide to continuousline quilting designs, learn how to select the right shapes to get where you need to go; sometimes the hardest part is
figuring out where to quilt next. Squiggles, swirls, flowers, feathers…learn which are best for confined spaces and which
work better traveling across your quilt. Gain confidence in your ability to draw basic shapes, then learn how to put them
together into over a hundred all-over quilting designs. Includes drawing exercises and tips for transferring designs from
paper to fabric.

10, 20 ,30 Minutes to Sew
With an emphasis on Jane Brocket's 'gentle' approach to craft, this book celebrates the simple act and very enjoyable
pleasures of stitching. In a collection of more than 40 projects, Jane will show you how to make simple, stylish, and eyecatching pieces for your home. Whatever you choose to make, from quilts and samplers to needlepoint pin cushions and
stitched greetings cards, Jane's unique take on stitching will ensure that the creative process is as enjoyable as seeing the
finished object. The author's text and photographs outline her inspiration for each project, and includes her top tips on the
best places to find fabrics, ribbon, buttons and everything else you need to create beautiful, gentle stitching. With
techniques as varied as Japanese Sashiko, kantha quilting, traditional cross stitch and modern day 'crinoline ladies’, there is
something here for every keen stitcher. Word count: 50,000

Make & Love Quilts
Nancy Zieman, the nation's most recognized and revered sewing expert, teaches aspiring and experienced embroiders
everything they need to know to master this craft. An easy-to-understand tutorial explains the basics of machine
embroidery, and detailed photos and illustrations depict every step of using these machines for top-notch results. Readers
will learn about what tools are needed, how to organize the embroidery area, types of machines, designs,
templating/positioning, software, stabilizers, hooping fabrics, trouble shooting and finishing touches. The book also shows
readers how to apply those skills as they use machine embroidery to embellish everything from hats and shirts to blankets
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and towels. Easy-to-follow tutorial for beginners in machine embroidery Features a glossary of common terms Provides
inspiration or moving beyond the basics into more advanced projects

Successful Serging
Modern Japanese quilting blends Eastern and Western techniques to create quilts of extraordinary style and beauty. Using
designs borrowed from a rich decorative arts heritage, and often incorporating traditional kimono fabrics, Japanese quilters
have developed a distinctive style based on unusual motifs and striking color combinations. With Japanese Quilted Blocks to
Mix and Match, any quilter can create exquisite and unique works of patchwork art in the Japanese tradition. The book
presents more than 125 different block patterns, each with complete instructions and a color photograph, representing a
variety of pattern sources: kamon (family crests), Hakone yosegi (parquetry) and traditional textiles, such as kasuri weave.
Each 9-inch block includes a full cutting guide and fabric palette; suggestions for use, either mixing and matching or
adapting to an all-over design; and icons indicating techniques and skill level. The blocks on each spread are related in
design and technique. In addition to the Block Directory, Japanese Quilted Blocks to Mix and Match features an Inspiration
Gallery, showcasing examples of finished quilts from leading quilters. Using these examples, author Susan Briscoe explores
such topics as color ideas from traditional Japanese textiles and quilts, motifs, and recommendations for combining fabric
patterns and block designs. An extensive section on technique, as well as several pages about the fabrics themselves and a
listing of suppliers and organizations make this volume as practical and informative as it is beautiful.

Overtones and Undertones
"Successful Serging" is a practical, at-your-fingertips reference guide that contains hundreds of techniques and tips for
getting the most out of your serger.

Art in Felt & Stitch
Provides information on getting the best use out of a serger, including how to set up the machine, how to edge fabrics
quickly, and other techniques such as roll hemming and flatlocking.

25 Days to Better Machine Quilting
From the sewing machine whisperer comes this in-depth, visual guide to how a sewing machine works, how to keep it in
good working order, and how to solve common problems. Learn what questions to ask when buying a new sewing machine,
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what sewing machine foot to use for different projects, what regular maintenance you need to perform, and more. Perfect
for sewists and quilters of all levels, this friendly approach to learning about and troubleshooting YOUR sewing machine
gives you the tools you need to sew and quilt with less frustration and better results!

Quilts Made Modern
Explains how to make a log cabin pattern quilt in less than sixteen hours

Japanese Quilt Blocks to Mix and Match
Betty Shabazz, Surviving Malcolm X
This is the most comprehensive and up to date book about sergers available covering all skill levels from basic to expert.
Although advanced topics are covered the book is easy to navigate and understand. Many people find threading a serger to
be difficult, so an entire chapter is dedicated to threading and basic use. The book goes on to cover advanced topics such
as troubleshooting, adjustment, maintenance & repair. Covered in-depth are adjusting tension, stitches, decorative stitches,
needles, feet, thread and more. From home sergers to industrial overlock machines and coverstitch machines many of the
latest machines are featured with insights on features, capabilities and best use for each model or class of machine. Buying
a serger can be frustrating and time consuming because of the overwhelming number of features and types of machines
that are available. The buying recommendations will help you cut through the confusion and figure out what features you
really need. Most people have a love/hate relationship with their serger. Everything is great when the machine is working
good but most people hate them when frustrating problems arise. This book will empower you to eliminate the hate part of
the relationship and put you in control of the machine. In depth sections on adjusting tension and troubleshooting will help
you handle most problems (and know which problems not to tackle). Above all sergers are creative tools. If you know and
understand the tools you can use them efficiently and effectively. For sewing machines check out our top selling companion
book "The Sewing Machine Master Guide" and for sewing machine basics "The Sewing Machine Quick Guide." The Serger
and Overlock Master Guide was written as both an eBook and print book using optimized reflowable formatting for a perfect
presentation on small or large devices. Everything from a basic eBook reader or Kindle to a large screen PC or Mac is
supported. Why the low price? Electronic publishing and print-on-demand is used with distribution to more than 80
countries worldwide. The pricing reflects this new technology and distribution model.

Quilt With Confidence
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Best-selling authors Marci Baker and Sara Nephew are back with a new slant on the classic Log Cabin. This updated second
edition includes 6 amazing new patterns, for a total of 40 projects! Use the 10" Clearview Triangle ruler, also sold by C&T
Publishing for fast and easy cutting. A robust "design your own" section with setting shapes, alternate blocks, and border
options will help you uncover infinite possibilities. This fully illustrated guide includes easy-to-use troubleshooting tips and
detailed material lists for all the quilts.

Not Your Grandmother's Log Cabin
Provides a guide for choosing quilt colors so that they complement each other, featuring a color wheel and frequently asked
questions.

10-Minute Blocks
Photo tutorials show stitching in action for 50+ free-motion quilting designs to create modern quilts with classic style!
Popular blogger and designer, Natalia Bonner, illustrates her instructions with detailed photos that make it easier to get
beautiful results on your home sewing machine. Learn how to quilt all-over, as filler, on borders, and on individual
blocks…using loops and swirls, feathers and flames, flowers and vines, pebbles and more! Includes tips for choosing batting
and thread, layering and basting, starting and stopping, and prepping your machine are included. After you’ve practiced,
show off your new skills with six geometric quilt projects.

Free-Motion Quilting for Beginners
This book focuses on participatory capacity-building in ways that address the practical needs and strategic interests of the
disadvantaged and disempowered - it examines how differences in class, ethnicity, race, caste, religion, age and gender
lead to the 'politics of exclusion'. It offers innovative, accessible tools to enable facilitators from both inside and outside
communities to empower those who are frequently omitted from decision-making processes. The style and approach are
interactive, stimulating reflection and involvement by all parties. Power, Process and Participation aims to enable facilitators
from inside and outside communities to involve and empower those commonly excluded in decision making processes. It
provides a balanced overview of how 'participation' has been used in this context and raises the questions that all those
involved in this type of activity should ask themselves. There are three distinct sections: Part 1: Definitions, history and
issues - which provides an overview of some of the broad issues underlying the themes addressed in this book. A useful
brief history is given of well known participatory methodologies and key questions are asked on the use and misuse of
'participation': whose ends does it serve, who is involved and what are the power relations, appropriate time frames and
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scale and how should it proceed in order to best serve the interests of the people involved? Part 2: Methods and ethics in
our research and our use of the mediaN251pp - Whose expertise counts? How is it acknowledged? These are explored in
the context of contributors' experience of undertaking research with women in Zimbabwe. Questions of ownership and
consent as well as other issues are discussed further in the context of the use of video in participatory communication. Part
3: Tools for environmental and social change - The longest section in the book gives 35 tools and how to use them in
facilitating participation. An introductory session explains how to use the section. Tools are cross referenced and for each
the purpose, materials, process and estimated time is provided. For a number of the tools, examples of how they have been
used in practice are included. Power, Process and Participation describes itself as a manual and although it does not
immediately look like one, it is readable, logically arranged and combines instructions on how tools can be used with
examples of how they have been used in practice. There are notes on how to use the book and how to choose from the
tools offered. This book would be useful to anyone looking for both an overview of participation and how it can be used and
misused; and guidance on facilitating the process.

All New Fabric Savvy
The ultimate coverstitch guide to help you master the coverstitch machine and create beautiful, professional-quality,
garments. Fully illustrated step-by-step instruction on everything from hemming knits and sewing necklines to jeans making
and sewing underwear. Includes chapters on accessories, needles, thread and troubleshooting.

Land That I Love
Since 1875, Liberty of London has beenproducing high-end fabrics renowned for their sumptuous color, striking design,and
silky-smooth hand. Alexia’s fascination with these lavish prints began as achild, when she sewed her first blouse. Readers
can rekindle their love forLiberty with this delightful collection of quilt and sewing projects for theirfamilies and homes. Each
design combines fresh, modern aesthetics with thetraditional Liberty polish we’ve all treasured for a lifetime. A lovely array
of quilts, family apparel, and accessories for the wardrobe and home Learn how to combine the popular Liberty Tana Lawn
lines with other fabrics Full-size templates are included, with graded tissue paper garment patterns

Doodle Quilting
If sewing with friends sparks your creative passion, jump-start your next retreat or sew-in with the projects in this wellcurated collection. Organize your sewing tools and supplies with nine make-ahead projects; then choose from seven more
projects to stitch for fun, alongside your friends. Twelve expert designers share their inspiring ideas for sewists on the go.
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Make everything from equipment totes, a needle case, crafter's apron, and sewing machine mat to striking quilts, place
mats, a pillow, and table runner Enjoy retreat anecdotes and advice from the pattern designers Relax and rejuvenate as you
create something fabulous for yourself or your creative friends

Lingerie Secrets
Profiles Betty Shabazz's life before, during, and after her marriage to Malcolm X, exploring her efforts to move beyond the
often extraordinary personal tragedy touching her and her family.
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